Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), also known as Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), has spread worldwide since December 2019 and has presented serious challenges to healthcare systems. As of 15 April 2020, over 2 million people have been diagnosed with COVID-19 worldwide, with over 130,000 having died. A total of 11,927 patients have been diagnosed in Sweden, 954 have required intensive care and 1,203 have deceased. Admission to intensive care is after an average of 10.5 days, 75% are men with a mean age of 59 years [1]. To date, there is no effective therapy for the treatment of this disease and its management mainly focuses on preventing its spread. Severe symptoms with respiratory failure or acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) develop in about 20% of cases with the principal therapy being lung protective ventilation, prone position, restrictive fluid management and adequate management of organ failure [2,3]. The mortality rate in those requiring mechanical ventilation is high. Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) can provide artificial respiratory or cardiac support to patients without effective gas exchange and systemic perfusion and has in some studies shown improved survival rates in patients with ARDS. However, it is recommended as a rescue strategy as part of the Endovascular Resuscitation and Trauma Management (EVTM) concept when other treatment options have failed [4–6]. ECMO was used during the Influenza A (H1N1) pandemic in 2009 for the treatment of ARDS and was associated with a lower in-hospital mortality of 21–24% [7,8]. Similar findings were reported with the use of ECMO in 5.8% of patients treated for refractory respiratory failure caused by Middle East Respiratory Syndrome [9]. Initial data show the World Health Organization guidelines on the management of patients with ARDS from COVID-19 suggest that veno-venous (VV) ECMO should be considered for patients with fulminant lung failure and refractory hypoxemia despite lung protective ventilation. The number of patients who require this level of support is currently unknown [10]. Henry et al. recently published an article with a pooled analysis of available data reporting a 7.2% use of ECMO due to ARDS from COVID-19 and a mortality rate of 94.1% with no significant difference compared with conventional therapy [11]. This early report would suggest that ECMO neither harms nor benefits critical patients with COVID-19. However, the small sample size \((n = 17)\) as well as the limited data on disease severity should be taken into consideration, remembering that this is an ongoing pandemic with many patients still being treated with ECMO. An early report by Ruan et al. showed increased levels of interleukin-6 and decreased levels of lymphocytes in patients dying from COVID-19 [12]. These are changes that are regularly observed during ECMO which is why the immunological status of patients with COVID-19 should be considered before starting ECMO treatment [13,14]. It is important to remember that patients with COVID-19 may also become critically ill through septic shock, multiorgan failure or the exacerbation of comorbid diseases, and ECMO may be of limited use in such cases. However, little is still known about these different subsets of patients; experience of using ECMO is limited and should therefore only be performed by expert centres with a sufficient case volume to ensure clinical expertise [15,16]. It has also been reported that severe COVID-19 patients are hypercoagulable, that disseminated intravascular
coagulation may exist in the majority of deaths and that early anticoagulation therapy may be associated with increased survival [17,18]. This is an important consideration since ECMO can be associated with both haemorrhage and thrombosis [19]. As a response to this lack of evidence, the Extracorporeal Life Support Organization (ELSO) Registry is now in the process of adapting to include information regarding the use of ECMO in the treatment of COVID-19 patients and prospective observational studies will follow. ELSO has also released guidelines on the use of ECMO in the treatment of COVID-19 patients that are frequently updated. They highlight specific consideration for patient selection, deeming ECMO solely suitable in young, previously healthy COVID-19 patients with single organ failure only after maximizing traditional therapies at available ECMO centres with appropriate organization of trained personnel, equipment, facilities and routines [20].
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Figure 1 Patient on VV-ECMO at Örebro University Hospital because of fulminant lung failure and refractory hypoxemia caused by COVID-19.


